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On a cold, overcast December afternoon in 2004, I briefly met with Viktor Yuschenko, the Ukrainian President. 

He had been treated for poisoning at a hospital in Döbling and when he was released, he held a press conference surrounded by doctors and
attended by scores of journalists.

Yuschenko stood there barely saying a word, looking haggard and with a bluish pallor: his face was pock marked and his hair was an
unnatural colour; his eyes were full of mistrust and fear even though the private Rudolfinerhaus clinic held few threats.

Five years on, this shattered looking individual, who was once the head of a pro democracy movement, is about to proclaim himself a dictator.

Ukraine is the first country to come under the control of the WHO and the UN under the International Health Regulations 2005, and the reality
is that Yuschenko and his Prime Minister Julia Timoschenko are just carrying out the orders from WHO and the UN when they suspend civic
rights and democracy under the pretext of fighting a pandemic emergency.

Whatever is left of freedom in the Ukraine is about to be extinguished. 

Elections in January are set to be suspended. 

Demonstrations have been banned. 

Political opponents have been prohibited from travelling inside areas put under quarantine. 

Borders have been partly closed already. 

Critics of a mass vaccination campaign are facing criminal prosecution and goal. 

Huge swathes of land have been put under quarantine.

Plans are in the works for the forced vaccination of people with a toxic and untested swine flu vaccine. The US government is planning to send
nearly a million doses of the jab. a substance classified as a bioweapon, to the Ukraine by early December…..

Pregnant women and children are the first to be given the jab which Yuschenko using the twisted logic and lies worthy of the Nazi
Propagandist Josef Goebbels has said must be administered to them to “protect their health”.

Tents belonging to Eurolab have sprung up in Kiev offering treatment against the flu http://ukrainiantranslator.blogspot.com/. 

Eurolab appears to be the diagnostic department of the German scandal-hit coporate giant Siemens in yet another private government
partnership. http://clinic.eurolab.ua/en/eurolab/

Yuschenko has justified implementing martial law on behalf of WHO by the sudden appearance of a pneumonic plague in the western part of
the Ukraine that appears to be artificially engineered. 

There have been reports of planes spraying towns before the appearance of the plague. WHO was part of an exercise on plague bioterrorism
just a month before the actual plague appeared. Baxter has a facility in the Ukraine.

WHO and the international corporate crime syndicate that fund them, may have decided that they could not go ahead with their plan to trigger
a pandemic in Europe and the USA because the public awareness of the dangers of the vaccine jab has become too great, not least as a
result of WHO and Baxter being caught contaminating 72 kilos of vaccine material with the live bird flu virus in February.

Miniscule numbers of people have gone to take the swine flu vaccine across Europe. In Sweden the numbers might also be as low as a few
thousand because the government only counts how many doses of the swine flu have been distributed (1.4 million) and not how many jabs
have actually been given.

The Ukraine may, therefore, have seemed like a better place to test their model and carry out their plan of generating a plague, panic,

https://ukrainiantranslator.blogspot.com/


confusion, declaring a mutated virus, inserting the virus into vaccines, and waging biological warfare against defenceless civilian population
eventually using Ukraine’s own army and military through a forced vaccination programme.

Expect WHO, which is examining the Ukrainian mystery virus, to announce the swine flu has morphed into the bird flu to spread panic. This
will be an excuse for WHO to insert the live bird flu virus into vaccines, and so spread the pandemic even further.

WHO has been preparing for years for a bird flu pandemic, after all. The bird flu is an artificial lab virus reconstructed from the Spanish Flu
pandemic virus by US scientists in a bioweapons lab.

The Austrian corporate media – controlled by the same corporate crime syndicate that pull the strings of WHO – are preparing the people here
for the idea that the pandemic could soon spread. Five flights a day land from Kiev and there are no precautions to test infected people in
place, pipes an Austrian newspaper.

How long until the Austrian newspapers declare the plague or bird flu has reached Austria? How long until we see the attempt by the
government at the brutal implementation of martial law preceding forced vaccinations and quarantines?

The number of police and private security forces patrolling on the streets in Austria has certainly increased dramatically recently. There are
even uniformed, private security guards now patrolling Vienna University’s libraries, something totally new. Extra police have been put in the
airports and border crossings. The army command structure has been centralized.

Special army units based in Korneuburg, the same place where Baxter has its facilities, have bene practicing pandemic emergency exercises
and quarantining patients in hospitals.

The Austrian government is facing protests from students and an ecomonic collapse engineered by the corporate crime syndicate that funds
big pharma and WHO. The government has saddled the Austrians with huge debts to the banks that will suck out of the economy huge
amounts of money leaving even less for students, pensioners as Depression comparable with the 30s approaches.

 

The evidence of crimes committed by members of the government is so great that if the Justice Minister Claudia Bandion Ortner were not
herself so corrupt, then most of the parliament would be in gaol.

How long until the Austrian government, corrupted to the core, threatens people with martial law under the pretext of a pandemic to avoid
having to face accountability for their crimes?

How long until WHO and UN officials following the orders of the banksters and pharma companies take over the health service and the police
and mandate forced vaccinations and quarantines in Austria?

With a bridgehead in western Europe for their pandemic plans, WHO could then attempt the same tricks in other countries as in Austria.

 

http://www.theflucase.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1697%3Aukraine-first-and-austria-second-for-martial-
law&catid=1%3Alatest-news&Itemid=64&lang=en
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